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Y-DNA
❖ Inside the nucleus of our cells are our 23 pairs of 

chromosomes

❖ One pair, the last pair, is the sex chromosomes: an X and Y 
for men and two X’s for women

❖ The 23 chromosome pairs are a recombination of the 
parent’s DNA except for a certain region on the Y 
chromosome of men that does not undergo recombination

❖ This region is known as the Male Specific Y or MSY



Y-DNA

❖ Since only men have a Y chromosome, the DNA 
sequence in this region of the Y chromosome always 
comes from one’s father 

❖ He in turn always received his Y chromosome from his 
father and so on and so forth

❖ Thus Y DNA provides an unbroken chain of DNA back 
to “genetic Adam,” the most recent common paternal 
ancestor of all humans



Y-DNA



Y-DNA
❖ Thus if you are researching the direct paternal line, you can submit 

for testing 

❖ your DNA if you are male

❖ the DNA of your brothers, but not your sisters

❖ the DNA of your father

❖ the DNA of your father’s father and so forth up the direct male 
line

❖ the DNA of your father’s brothers, but not your father’s sisters

❖ the DNA of the male children of your father’s brothers 



Y-DNA
❖ The Male Specific Y region contains areas known as markers

❖ These markers usually have a prefix and suffix area 
surrounding repeating sequences of DNA bases called a 
motif usually consisting of 2-5 bases, but sometimes more 
complex

❖ The repeating sequences are referred to Short Tandem 
Repeats or STRs

❖ The number of repetitions of the motif determines the value 
of the marker



Y-DNA
❖ When the DNA is copied during sperm production there will 

sometimes be a copying error in the form of the addition or subtraction 
of motif sequences

❖ For example, the usual value for DYS450 ranges from 8 to 11, but 
sometime 1000 to 4000 years ago, a copying error dropped 2 of the 
motifs lowering the marker value to 6 in the y-DNA line of my great 
uncle

❖ Some markers fall in palindromic regions of the MSY where the DNA has 
folded over on itself creating two, four or six values for the marker

❖ For example DYS464 usually has four repeat values, but can have six as 
well 



Y-DNA
❖ Some markers mutate more frequently than others while others are 

incredibly stable

❖ The mutation of these markers taken as a whole creates a profile for a 
lineage of men 

❖ People with the same or similar profile of STR markers are thus very likely 
to share a common patrilineal ancestor since the mutations get passed on 
father to son (though coincidental matches are known to happen)

❖ Thus, the pattern of STR values is the most important detail of Y DNA

❖ The “resolution” of the matches depends on how many markers are 
compared and whether the markers are sufficiently stable over genealogical 
time



Y-DNA

❖ The company that does Y-DNA testing, Family Tree 
DNA, utilizes three standard STR groupings (though 
two smaller groupings and certain single markers can 
also be ordered)

❖ The groups contain 37, 67 and 111 markers

❖ The 37 and 67 marker groups are subsets of the 111 
marker set allowing customers to start small at 37 and 
later upgrade to 67 or 111



Y-DNA
❖ The values of the markers for an individuals results 

defines their haplotype



Y-DNA

❖ When comparing two people, the number of marker 
differences between them is called the genetic distance

❖ Using the genetic distance, the number of generations 
separating the two people can be roughly estimated

❖ Using a special online calculator, an estimate accounting 
for varying marker mutation rates can be computed





Y-DNA

When you compare kit #N89096 to kit #257651, at 37 
markers they have a genetic distance of 1

When you compare kit #133650 to kit #320660, at 37 
markers they have a genetic distance of 3



Mitochondrial DNA

❖ Inside all our cells are small structures called 
mitochondria

❖ Mitochondria are where cellular respiration occurs, that 
is where the cell make the energy is lives on

❖ Inside the mitochondria is a small ring of DNA known 
as mitochondrial DNA or mtDNA for short

❖ The ring contains only 16,569 DNA basepairs



mtDNA
❖ The mitochondria in our cells were present in the egg 

from which we came. When the sperm fertilizes the egg, 
the sperm’s mitochondria almost always dies off 
completely leaving just the egg’s mitochondria

❖ This our mitochondria came from out mother and from 
her mother before that and so on

❖ This is true of men and women, we all got our mtDNA 
from our mother, but only women pass it down to their 
children



mtDNA
❖ Thus if you are researching a direct maternal line, you can submit for 

testing 

❖ your DNA regardless of your sex

❖ the DNA of your full siblings or half siblings from the same mother 

❖ the DNA of your mother

❖ the DNA of your mother’s mother and so forth up the direct 
female line

❖ the DNA of your mother’s full siblings

❖ the DNA of the children of your sisters or your mother’s sisters
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mtDNA

❖ As with Y-DNA, mutations in mtDNA are cumulative, so a 
woman who has a mutation passes that mutation down to her 
children, though only her daughters will pass it down further

❖ Mutations are named by giving the ancestral base, the 
mutation location and the derived base, so C16218T means 
the cytosine base at position 16,218 mutated to a thymine

❖ There are two reference sequences the mutations are 
measured against: the Cambridge Reference Sequence (CRS) 
and the Reconstructed Sapiens Reference Sequence (RSRS)



mtDNA
❖ mtDNA mutates very slowly, that is mutations are rare

❖ A person who matches you exactly on the full 16,569 
basepair sequence of mtDNA has a 90% chance of sharing a 
direct maternal line ancestor within the last 16 generations 
and only a 50% chance of being within the last 5 generations

❖ Aside from elucidating your deeper maternal ancestral 
origins, you may think mtDNA may not be that useful 
genealogically given the slow mutation rate, so how is it 
useful?



Whose Child Is This?

❖ One way mtDNA can be useful is clearing up questions 
of maternity in the past

❖ Up until recently in human history, it was common for 
women to die in childbirth. Often their husbands 
quickly remarried, needing a woman to raise children

❖ The lack of clear record keeping could result in us not 
knowing which children belong to which mother



Whose Child Is This?
Howland, Louis (Lewis) 52 M W
——— Isabel 24 F W
——— Rebecca 17 F W
——— Martha 15 F W
——— Clinton 12 M W
——— Ellen 10 F W
——— Fanny 6 F W
——— James 3 M W
——— S.D. (Sarah Doak) 1 F W

1860 Census of Big Spring, Rutherford County, Tennessee

Isabel is Lewis’ wife. Do you think Rebecca, Martha, Clinton & Ellen are her children?

Logically she must be at least a 2nd wife. From the 1850 census we knew Lewis’ 
1st wife was Elizabeth & that the children through Ellen (my GG grandmother) 

were hers, but what about Fanny, James & Sarah? 
Were they Elizabeth’s or Isabel’s?
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William Mankin

Nancy Mankin

Elizabeth Jacobs

Martha Patsy Mankin

Isabel Daugherty

Elizabeth & Isabel share the same mtDNA line!!!!
Be Careful!!!



Single Nucleotide Polymorphism

❖ Its a big phrase for something really small

❖ A Single Nucleotide Polymorphism or SNP 
(pronounced “snips”) is a mutation usually of a single 
base pair somewhere in the DNA

❖ For example, the SNP L21 represents a mutation at 
position 15,654,428 on the Y Chromosome from a 
ancestral value of C to a derived value of G



Single Nucleotide Polymorphism

❖ Most of these mutations are completely harmless; 
however, since they get passed down to succeeding 
generations, they can be important identifiers 

❖ SNPs can occur as Y SNPs, mtDNA SNPs, atDNA SNPs 
or X SNPs

❖ Y DNA and mtDNA SNPs are useful in detailing deep 
paternal and maternal ancestry



Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
❖ Generally we don’t really care at what position the mutation occurred or what 

the base pair change was

❖ What we’re interested in for genealogical purposes is the SNP’s name

❖ SNPs are named after the labs, researchers or companies that identify them

❖ Each lab has an assigned capital letter or letters of the alphabet identifying the 
lab

❖ Appended to this letter is the numerical identifier for the SNP, in order of that 
lab’s discovery

❖ For example, M223 is the 223rd SNP identified by Dr. Peter Underhill’s 
Human Population Genetics Laboratory at Stanford University, signified by 
the letter M



Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
❖ Since there is no central authority for registering the 

SNPs, often the same SNP will have different names 
depending on the company or entity

❖ For example, L21 is also known as M529 and as S145

❖ Y-SNPs and mtDNA SNPs are cumulative, that is they 
get passed down forming a tree with distinct branches

❖ The the major branches of those SNP defined trees (Y-
DNA and mtDNA) are called haplogroups



Haplogroup
❖ Haplogroups are populations that share a common genetic ancestor

❖ A haplogroup is either patrilineal or matrilineal

❖ A person’s patrilineal and matrilineal haplogroups are defined by 
one’s Y DNA SNPs and mtDNA SNPs

❖ The major haplogroups are designated by capital letters of the alphabet

❖ The major haplogroups can show the paths of human migration in the 
distant past 

❖ The major haplogroups also form a genetic family tree of these 
populations all the way back to “genetic Adam” or “genetic Eve”
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Y DNA Haplogroups



Haplogroup
❖ The original naming convention for descendant haplogroups of the major 

haplogroups was appending a series of alternating numbers and lowercase 
letters to the major haplogroup based on a published standard tree

❖ For example

❖ Much of Western Europe is dominated by the haplogroup R1b

❖ Much of northern Eastern Europe into western Russia is dominated by 
R1a

❖ Scandinavia minus Finland is predominantly I1

❖ The Balkans has I2 as its most common haplogroup

❖ Haplogroups further down from these have even more number and letters 



Haplogroup

❖ For example, the parent group of a maternal cousin of 
mine is E1b1b1b1a, which is painful to try to remember 
or to convey to other people

❖ One haplogroup very common in Ireland and Scotland 
whose designation is R1b1a2a1a2c1a1a1a1

❖ Remembering an 18 character sequence of letters and 
number isn’t practical, but it gets even worse!



Haplogroup
❖ Periodically the published standards got modified as new branches were discovered, 

verified and added to the tree, sometimes above the existing ones, causing number and 
letters in the chain to be altered

❖ For example, that cousin’s designation of E1b1b1b1a is the post 2012 name, but in prior 
versions of the tree it was

❖ E1b1b1b1

❖ E1b1b1b

❖ E3b1b

❖ E3b2

❖ And note when I said standards, the word is plural

❖ There were three major standards that used this original convention: the ISOGG tree, the 
YCC tree and the YFull tree with ISOGG probably being the most frequently updated



Haplogroup

E1b1b1b1a1
E1b1b1b1a

E
E1
E1b
E1b1
E1b1b
E1b1b1
E1b1b1b
E1b1b1b1
E1b1b1b1

In the then published standard E-M310 and E-L19 were considered “phylogenetically equivalent” 
meaning they thought all E-M310 people are also E-L19 and vice versa, however since that was 

published some M310 people tested negative for L19 meaning L19 is likely a child branch, albeit 
dominant branch, of M310. That would push E1b1b1b1a1 to becoming E1b1b1b1a1a in the next 

standard.



Haplogroup
❖ In an attempt to introduce some sanity in the naming convention 

to a system where the name wouldn’t periodically change as 
more SNPs are discovered, a new naming convention was 
introduced and has taken hold

❖ It uses the major haplogroup’s capital letter followed by a dash 
and then the terminal (last) SNP

❖ For example in the case of E1b1b1b1a, it became E-M81

❖ If you have tested positive for a SNP and other SNPs get added to 
the tree later including above your SNP, your designation remains 
the same 



Haplogroup

❖ If you are positive for a SNP and you are known to be 
negative for all the known children SNPs, that is your 
terminal SNP and is denoted with an asterisk

❖ For example, at one point a uncle of mine was tested to 
be I-Z60. He was negative for both of the known 
branches below Z60 and was thus designated as I-Z60*

❖ As more SNPs were discovered, a new branch below 
Z60 emerged 



Y-DNA Haplogroup Migration



Mitochondrial Haplogroup Migration



X-DNA

❖ One less commonly discussed type of DNA is X-DNA

❖ Because it behaves like autosomal DNA, it is usually 
lumped in with the autosomes, but it has some features 
that are important for its inheritance

❖ All men and women have X-DNA because we all have 
at least one X chromosome

❖ Women have two, but men have only one



X-DNA
❖ Men only pass on their X-DNA to their daughters and they pass it 

down virtually unchanged

❖ On the flip side of this, men only received their X-DNA from their 
mothers, meaning the X-DNA that a man passes down to his 
daughters exists unchanged for two generations

❖ Women get an X from both parents

❖ Her father’s unchanged X chromosome

❖ 86% chance of a mixture (recombination) of her mother’s two X’s

❖ 14% chance of one of her mother’s whole (unrecombined) X’s



X-DNA
❖ As I’ve mentioned before, we really have two family 

trees, our genealogical tree and our genetic tree since we 
don’t always get DNA from every ancestor

❖ Because of the inheritance pattern of X-DNA, there are 
particular people in our pedigree from whom we could 
have inherited our X-DNA

❖ If you have a strong enough X-DNA match, this pattern 
can be used to help figure out how the person may be 
related to you



Male Inheritance



Female Inheritance



X-DNA

❖ When we start working with autosomal DNA, we will 
discuss X-DNA further

❖ It was introduced here because like Y-DNA and 
mtDNA, it follows a more defined inheritance pattern 
that can be useful in determining the path between you 
and one of your matches


